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What is an IB education? 
IB programmes aim to provide an education that 

enables students to make sense of the complexities 

of the world around them, as well as equipping 

them with the skills and dispositions needed for tak-

ing responsible action for the future. They provide 

an education that crosses disciplinary, cultural, na-

tional and geographical boundaries, and that cham-

pions critical engagement, stimulating ideas and 

meaningful relationships… 

The aim of all IB programmes is to develop interna-

tionally minded people who recognize their com-

mon humanity and shared guardianship of the 

planet. Central to this aim is international-

mindedness. International-mindedness is a multifac-

eted concept that captures a way of thinking, being 

and acting characterized by an openness to the 

world and a recognition of our deep interconnected-

ness to others... IB programmes therefore provide 

students with opportunities for sustained inquiry 

into a range of local and global issues and ideas… 

The IB programme provides a detailed and develop-

mentally appropriate… that is broad, balanced, con-

ceptual and connected. IB programmes offer stu-

dents access to a broad and balanced range of aca-

demic studies and learning experiences. They pro-

mote conceptual learning, create frameworks within 

which knowledge can be acquired, and focus on 

powerful organizing ideas that are relevant across 

subject areas.  

(‘What is an IB Education, IBO,  2019) 
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Option blocks at Rome International School: 
There are six groups in the IBDP. Here at RIS, to enable the greater possibility for our students to complete 

the Bilingual Diploma, block 1 is separated into 1A and 1B. Students must choose—in total—two subjects 

from blocks 1A, 1B and 2. At least one of those choices must be a Language A. 

Standard Level 
SL subjects span the full 2 years of the course and 

are required to be delivered over at least 150 instruc-

tional hours. SL courses have the same aims and 

core syllabus as the HL courses. 

Higher Level 
HL subjects span the full 2 years of the course and 

are required to be delivered over at least 240 instruc-

tional hours. 

HL courses often require either additional skills with 

regards to the SL course and/or a stronger, deeper 

understanding and utilization of those skills. Often, 

specialised university courses will require specific 

subjects to be taken at HL in order for students to be 

considered for entry. 

Block 1A English A 

English B 

Block 1B Italian A 

Italian B 

Italian ab initio 

Block 2 Chinese A 

French B 

Spanish B 

Ab initio language—TBC 

Block 3 Economics 

History 

Block 4 Biology 

Physics 

Block 5 Maths Analysis and Approaches 

Maths Applications (SL only) 

Block 6 Chemistry 

Philosophy 

Psychology 

Visual Arts 

Higher Level and Standard Level 
Students must take three  of their subjects at Higher Level (HL) and three of their subjects at Standard 

Level (SL). 
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For students who plan to attend an Italian University, or work in Italy, after their IBDP, please pay particu-

lar attention to the requirements below. 

Please note the required subject choices below. It does not matter which “Liceo” route you take, as long as 

you fulfill the requirements of any of the accredited branches for high school/IB Diploma. 

Please take care to note the requirements regarding which subjects must be taken at Higher Level in the 

information below the table. 

If you have any questions, please contact Ms El-Sheik. 
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ENGLISH A: LANGUAGE AND   

LITERATURE 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The study of literary, non-literary, visual and per-

formance texts provides a focus for understanding 

how meaning is constructed within belief or value 

systems, and how it is negotiated across multiple 

perspectives generated by single or multiple read-

ers. Thinking critically about texts, as well as re-

sponding to, producing or performing them, leads to 

an understanding of how language sustains or chal-

lenges ways of thinking and being. The study addi-

tionally builds an awareness that all texts may be 

understood in relation to their form, content, pur-

pose, audience and their associated contexts, such 

as social, historical and cultural circumstances. 

(From: Language A: Language and Literature 

Guide, First Assessment 2021, IBO, p6) 

 

The aims of all subjects in studies in language and 

literature are to enable students to: 

1. engage with a range of texts, in a variety of me-

dia and forms, from different periods, styles, and 

cultures 

2. develop skills in listening, speaking, reading, 

writing, viewing, presenting and performing 

3. develop skills in interpretation, analysis and 

evaluation 

4. develop sensitivity to the formal and aesthetic 

qualities of texts and an appreciation of how they 

contribute to diverse responses and open up multi-

ple meanings 

5. develop an understanding of relationships be-

tween texts and a variety of perspectives, cultural 

contexts, and local and global issues and an appre-

ciation of how they contribute to diverse responses 

and open up multiple meanings 

6. develop an understanding of the relationships 

between studies in language and literature and other 

disciplines 

7. communicate and collaborate in a confident and 

creative way 

8. foster a lifelong interest in and enjoyment of lan-

guage and literature. (From: Language A: Language 

and Literature Guide, First Assessment 2021, IBO, 

p14) 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

At SL there are 3 assessment tasks: 

 The Individual Oral (30%) 

 Paper 1 (35%) 

 Paper 2 (35%) 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 45% and Paper 1 will be worth 

55% of the final SL grade. 

 

At HL there are 4 assessment tasks: 

 The Individual Oral (20%) 

 The Higher Level Essay (20%) 

 Paper 1 (35%) 

 Paper 2 (25%) 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 25%, The HL Essay will be 

worth (25%)  and Paper 1 will be worth 50% of the 

final HL grade.  

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Language A: English - Language 

and Literature can lead students towards a variety of 

university degrees including: English Literature, 

Law, Advertising, Psychology, Journalism, sociol-

ogy… 

 

Ultimately, the analysis skills learnt in this course 

will stand pupils in good stead in the vast majority 

of university subjects as well as being a good quali-

fication for entering the workplace and/or intern-

ships.  

 

Many of the skills learnt on this course would be 

considered life skills and show a student’s aptitude 

in research, analysis and forming interpretations. 

ENGLISH B 

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

This course is only available to students who took 

English as a Second Language at IGCSE, or who 

are below a C1 proficiency. The course is structured 

around five prescribed themes with a focus on com-

munication through receptive, productive and inter-

active skills. 

 

The five English B themes are: 

 Identities 
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 Experiences 

 Human ingenuity  

 Social organization 

 Sharing the planet 

Students are encouraged to explore various topics 

within each theme in order to develop their language 

skills in certain contexts. 

 

The aims in language acquisition are to: 

1. Develop international-mindedness through the 

study of languages, cultures, and ideas and is-

sues of global significance.  

2. Enable students to communicate in the language 

they have studied in a range of contexts for a 

variety of purposes. 

3. Encourage, through the study of texts and social 

interactions, an awareness and appreciation of a 

variety of perspectives of people from diverse 

cultures. 

4. Develop students’ awareness of the importance 

of language in relation to other areas of knowl-

edge. 

5. Develop students’ awareness of the importance 

of language in relation to other areas of knowl-

edge. 

6. Provide students, through the language learning 

and the process of inquiry, with opportunities for 

intellectual engagement and the development of 

critical- and creative-thinking skills. 

7. Provide students with a basis for further study, 

work and leisure through the use of an additional 

language. 

8. Foster curiosity, creativity and a lifelong enjoy-

ment of language learning. 

(From: Language B: Language Acquisition Guide, 

First Assessment 2020, IBO, p29)  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

At SL there are three assessment tasks: 

 Paper 1: Students are tested on the ability to 

write for a particular audience, purpose and con-

text using the conventions of a specific text type. 

The writing task consists of 250- 400 words 

from a choice of three based on a course theme 

(25%) 

 Paper 2: Students are tested on their listening 

and reading comprehension skills. There is a 45 

minute listening and a one hour reading based on 

themes (50%) 

 The Individual Oral: Students are tested on the 

ability to communicate their critical analysis of 

one visual stimulus through a presentation and 

an interaction with the examiner. (25%) 

 

At HL there are three assessment tasks: 

 Paper 1: Students are tested on the ability to 

write for a particular audience, purpose and con-

text using the conventions of a specific text type. 

The writing task consists of 450-600 words from 

a choice of three based on a course theme (25%) 

 Paper 2: Students are tested on their listening 

and reading comprehension skills. There is a one 

hour listening and a one hour reading based on 

themes (50%) 

 The Individual Oral: Students are tested on the 

ability to communicate their critical analysis of 

one 300 word extract taken from a literary 

work.They are expected to critically analyse the 

extract using higher-order thinking skills and to 

connect it with other English B themes through a 

presentation and an interaction with the exam-

iner. (25%) 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in English B certifies students profi-

ciency in the language and also enables them to at-

tend  English-speaking universities or programmes 

with high linguistic skills. It can lead students to-

wards a variety of university degrees including: Lin-

guistics, Advertising, Psychology, Journalism...  
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ITALIAN A: LITERATURE 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

In the language A: literature course, students will 

learn about the various manifestations of literature as 

a powerful mode of writing across cultures and 

throughout history. They will explore and develop an 

understanding of factors that contribute to the pro-

duction and reception of literature, such as:  

 the creativity of writers and readers  

  the nature of the interaction with the writers’ 

and readers’ respective contexts and with literary 

tradition  

 the ways in which language can give rise to 

meaning and/or effect  

 the performative and transformative potential of 

literary creation and response.  

Through close analysis of literary texts in a number 

of forms and from different times and places, stu-

dents will consider their own interpretations, as well 

as the critical perspectives of others. In turn, this will 

encourage the exploration of how viewpoints are 

shaped by cultural belief systems and how meanings 

are negotiated within them. Students will be in-

volved in processes of critical response and creative 

production, which will help shape their awareness of 

how texts work to influence the reader and how 

readers open up the possibilities of texts.  

With its focus on literature, this course is particularly 

concerned with developing sensitivity to aesthetic 

uses of language and empowering students to con-

sider the ways in which literature represents and con-

structs the world and social and cultural identities.  

 

At SL, at least 9 works must be studied, while at HL, 

at least 13 works must be studied. Students will fo-

cus exclusively on literary texts, adopting a variety 

of approaches to textual criticism. Students explore 

the nature of literature, the aesthetic function of liter-

ary language and textuality, and the relationship be-

tween literature and the world. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

At SL there are 3 assessment tasks: 

1.  Paper 1: Guided literary analysis (1 hour 15 

minutes) The paper consists of two passages 

from two different literary forms, each accompa-

nied by a question. Students choose one passage 

and write an analysis of it. (20 marks) 35%  

2. Paper 2 Comparative essay (1 hour 45 minutes) 

The paper consists of four general questions. In 

response to one question, students write a com-

parative essay based on two works studied in the 

course. (30 marks) 35%  

3. Internal assessment Individual oral (15 minutes) 

Supported by an extract from one work written 

originally in the language studied and one from a 

work studied in translation, students will offer a 

prepared response of 10 minutes, followed by 5 

minutes of questions by the teacher. (40 marks) 

30% 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 45% and Paper 1 will be worth 

55% of the final SL grade. 

 

At HL there are 4 assessment tasks: 

1. Paper 1: Guided literary analysis (2 hours 15 

minutes) The paper consists of two literary pas-

sages, from two different literary forms, each 

accompanied by a question. Students write an 

analysis of each of the passages. (40 marks)35%  

2. Paper 2 Comparative essay (1 hour 45 minutes) 

The paper consists of four general questions. In 

response to one question, students write a com-

parative essay based on two works studied in the 

course. (30 marks) 25%  

3. Higher level (HL) essay. Students submit an es-

say on one literary text or work studied during 

the course. (20 marks) 20%  

4. Internal assessment: Individual oral (15 minutes) 

Supported by an extract from one work written 

originally in the language studied and one from a 

work studied in translation, students will offer a 

prepared response of 10 minutes, followed by 5 

minutes of questions by the teacher. (40 marks) 

20% 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 25%, The HL Essay will be worth 

(25%)  and Paper 1 will be worth 50% of the final 

HL grade.  

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Language A: Italian - Literature can 

lead students towards a variety of university degrees 

including: Italian Literature and History, Law, Sci-

ence of communication, Psychology, Journalism, 

sociology…  
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ITALIAN B 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Language B is a language-learning course designed 

for students with some previous learning of that lan-

guage. It may be studied at either SL or HL. The 

main focus of the course is on language acquisition 

and development of language skills. These language 

skills should be developed through the study of a 

range of written and spoken material. Such material 

will extend from everyday oral exchanges to literary 

texts, and should be related to the culture(s) con-

cerned. 

(from Language B Guide, International Baccalaure-

ate Programme)  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

There are six assessment objectives for the language 

B course. Students will be assessed on their ability 

to:  

1. communicate clearly and effectively in a range of 

situations, demonstrating linguistic competence and 

intercultural understanding  

2. use language appropriate to a range of interper-

sonal and/or cultural contexts  

3. understand and use language to express and re-

spond to a range of ideas with accuracy and fluency  

4. organize ideas on a range of topics, in a clear, co-

herent and convincing manner  

5. understand, analyse and respond to a range of 

written and spoken texts  

6. understand and use works of literature written in 

the target language of study (HL only). 

 

The exam requirements are as follow: 

 Paper 1 —writing- One writing task of 250–400 

words (450–600 words) from a choice of three, 

each from a different theme, choosing a text type 

from among those listed in the examination in-

structions.  

 Paper 2 —Listening comprehension, Reading 

comprehension Comprehension exercises on 

three audio passages and three written texts, 

drawn from all five themes.  

 

Individual oral assessment- 

  For SL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on a visual stimulus, followed by discussion 

based on an additional theme. 

 For HL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on an extract from one of the literary works stud-

ied in class, followed by discussion based on one 

or more of the themes from the syllabus. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Qualifications in a Modern Foreign Language can 

lead to employment in the following areas (non ex-

haustive list): 

 Academic researcher 

 Interpreter 

 Political risk analyst 

 Translator 

 Broadcast journalist 

 Diplomatic service officer 

 International aid/development worker 

 Logistics and distribution manager 

 Marketing executive 

 Publishing rights manager 

 Sales executive 

 Tour manager 

ITALIAN AB INITIO 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

This is a language acquisition course designed for 

students with no prior experience of the target lan-

guage, or for those students with very limited previ-

ous exposure. It should be noted that language 

ab initio is offered at SL only…  

At the language ab initio level, a student develops 

receptive, productive and interactive communicative 

skills. Students learn to communicate in the target 

language in familiar and unfamiliar contexts.  

 Receptive: Students understand, both aurally and 

in writing, simple sentences and some more 

complex sentences relating to the five prescribed 

themes and related topics. They understand sim-

ple authentic and adapted written and audio texts 

and related questions in the target language.  

 Productive: Students express information fairly 

accurately, in both writing and in speech, using a 

range of basic vocabulary and grammatical 

structures. They communicate orally and re-

spond appropriately to most questions...  

 Interactive: Students understand and respond 

clearly to some information and ideas… They 

engage in simple conversations. They use strate-

gies to negotiate meaning and foster communi-

cation.            (from Ab Initio Guide, IBO, 2019) 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

There are three assessments in the ab initio pro-

gramme: 

 Paper 1 - writing (25%) 

 Paper  2 - listening and reading (50%) 

 Individual Oral - speaking (25%) 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Ab Initio shows a proficiency and willingness to 

learn languages which will be a benefit in most fu-

ture career aspirations. 
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CHINESE A: LITERATURE 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The study of literary, non-literary, visual and per-

formance texts provides a focus for understanding 

how meaning is constructed within belief or value 

systems, and how it is negotiated across multiple 

perspectives generated by single or multiple readers. 

Thinking critically about texts, as well as responding 

to, producing or performing them, leads to an under-

standing of how language sustains or challenges 

ways of thinking and being. The study additionally 

builds an awareness that all texts may be understood 

in relation to their form, content, purpose, audience 

and their associated contexts, such as social, histori-

cal and cultural circumstances. (From: Language A: 

Language and Literature Guide, First Assessment 

2021, IBO, p6) 

 

The aims of all subjects in studies in language and 

literature are to enable students to: 

1. engage with a range of texts, in a variety of media 

and forms, from different periods, styles, and 

cultures 

2. develop skills in listening, speaking, reading, writ-

ing, viewing, presenting and performing 

3. develop skills in interpretation, analysis and 

evaluation 

4. develop sensitivity to the formal and aesthetic 

qualities of texts and an appreciation of how they 

contribute to diverse responses and open up multiple 

meanings 

5. develop an understanding of relationships between 

texts and a variety of perspectives, cultural 

contexts, and local and global issues and an appre-

ciation of how they contribute to diverse responses 

and open up multiple meanings 

6. develop an understanding of the relationships be-

tween studies in language and literature and other 

disciplines 

7. communicate and collaborate in a confident and 

creative way 

8. foster a lifelong interest in and enjoyment of lan-

guage and literature. (From: Language A: Language 

and Literature Guide, First Assessment 2021, IBO, 

p14)  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

At SL there are 3 assessment tasks: 

 The Individual Oral (30%) 

 Paper 1 (35%) 

 Paper 2 (35%) 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 45% and Paper 1 will be worth 

55% of the final SL grade. 

 

At HL there are 4 assessment tasks: 

 The Individual Oral (20%) 

 The Higher Level Essay (20%) 

 Paper 1 (35%) 

 Paper 2 (25%) 

 

Please note: For the May 2022 cohort, the IBO has 

excluded the Paper 2 and therefore the Individual 

Oral will be worth 25%, The HL Essay will be worth 

(25%)  and Paper 1 will be worth 50% of the final 

HL grade.  

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Language A: Language and Litera-

ture can lead students towards a variety of university 

degrees including: English Literature, Law, Adver-

tising, Psychology, Journalism, sociology… 

 

Many of the skills learnt on this course would be 

considered life skills and show a student’s aptitude 

in research, analysis and forming interpretations. 

FRENCH B 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Language B is a language-learning course designed 

for students with some previous learning of that lan-

guage. It may be studied at either SL or HL. The 

main focus of the course is on language acquisition 

and development of language skills. These language 

skills should be developed through the study of a 

range of written and spoken material. Such material 

will extend from everyday oral exchanges to literary 
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texts, and should be related to the culture(s) con-

cerned. 

(from Language B Guide, International Baccalaure-

ate Programme)  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

There are six assessment objectives for the language 

B course. Students will be assessed on their ability 

to:  

1. communicate clearly and effectively in a range of 

situations, demonstrating linguistic competence and 

intercultural understanding  

2. use language appropriate to a range of interper-

sonal and/or cultural contexts  

3. understand and use language to express and re-

spond to a range of ideas with accuracy and fluency  

4. organize ideas on a range of topics, in a clear, co-

herent and convincing manner  

5. understand, analyse and respond to a range of 

written and spoken texts  

6. understand and use works of literature written in 

the target language of study (HL only). 

 

The exam requirements are as follows: 

 Paper 1 —writing- One writing task from a 

choice of three, each from a different theme, 

choosing a text type from among those listed in 

the examination instructions.  

 Paper 2 —Listening comprehension, Reading 

comprehension Comprehension exercises on 

three audio passages and three written texts, 

drawn from all five themes.  

 

Individual oral assessment- 

  For SL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on a visual stimulus, followed by discussion 

based on an additional theme. 

 For HL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on an extract from one of the literary works stud-

ied in class, followed by discussion based on one 

or more of the themes from the syllabus. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 
Qualifications in a Modern Foreign Language can 

lead to employment in the following areas (non ex-

haustive list): 

 Academic researcher 

 Interpreter 

 Political risk analyst 

 Translator 

 Broadcast journalist 

 Diplomatic service officer 

 International aid/development worker 

 Logistics and distribution manager 

 Marketing executive 

 Publishing rights manager 

 Sales executive 

 Tour manager 

SPANISH B 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Language B is a language-learning course designed 

for students with some previous learning of that lan-

guage. It may be studied at either SL or HL. The 

main focus of the course is on language acquisition 

and development of language skills. These language 

skills should be developed through the study of a 

range of written and spoken material. Such material 

will extend from everyday oral exchanges to literary 

texts, and should be related to the culture(s) con-

cerned. 

(from Language B Guide, International Baccalaure-

ate Programme)  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

There are six assessment objectives for the language 

B course. Students will be assessed on their ability 

to:  

1. communicate clearly and effectively in a range of 

situations, demonstrating linguistic competence and 

intercultural understanding  

2. use language appropriate to a range of interper-

sonal and/or cultural contexts  

3. understand and use language to express and re-

spond to a range of ideas with accuracy and fluency  

4. organize ideas on a range of topics, in a clear, co-

herent and convincing manner  

5. understand, analyse and respond to a range of 

written and spoken texts  

6. understand and use works of literature written in 

the target language of study (HL only). 

 

The exam requirements are as follow: 

 Paper 1 —writing- One writing task from a 

choice of three, each from a different theme, 

choosing a text type from among those listed in 

the examination instructions.  

 Paper 2 —Listening comprehension, Reading 

comprehension, exercises on three audio pas-

sages and three written texts, drawn from all five 

themes.  
 

Individual oral assessment- 

  For SL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on a visual stimulus, followed by discussion 

based on an additional theme. 

 For HL: a conversation with the teacher, based 

on an extract from one of the literary works stud-

ied in class, followed by discussion based on one 

or more of the themes from the syllabus. 
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WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 
Qualifications in a Modern Foreign Language can 

lead to employment in the following areas (non ex-

haustive list): 

 Academic researcher 

 Interpreter 

 Political risk analyst 

 Translator 

 Broadcast journalist 

 Diplomatic service officer 

 International aid/development worker 

 Logistics and distribution manager 

 Marketing executive 

 Publishing rights manager 

 Sales executive 

 Tour manager 

AB INITIO - LANGUAGES TBC 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

This is a language acquisition course designed for 

students with no prior experience of the target lan-

guage, or for those students with very limited previ-

ous exposure. It should be noted that language 

ab initio is offered at SL only…  

At the language ab initio level, a student develops 

receptive, productive and interactive communicative 

skills. Students learn to communicate in the target 

language in familiar and unfamiliar contexts.  

 Receptive: Students understand, both aurally and 

in writing, simple sentences and some more 

complex sentences relating to the five prescribed 

themes and related topics. They understand sim-

ple authentic and adapted written and audio texts 

and related questions in the target language.  

 Productive: Students express information fairly 

accurately, in both writing and in speech, using a 

range of basic vocabulary and grammatical 

structures. They communicate orally and re-

spond appropriately to most questions...  

 Interactive: Students understand and respond 

clearly to some information and ideas… They 

engage in simple conversations. They use strate-

gies to negotiate meaning and foster communi-

cation.            (from Ab Initio Guide, IBO, 2019) 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

There are three assessments in the ab initio pro-

gramme: 

 Paper 1 - writing (25%) 

 Paper  2 - listening and reading (50%) 

 Individual Oral - speaking (25%) 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Ab Initio shows a proficiency and willingness to 

learn languages which will be a benefit in most fu-

ture career aspirations. 
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ECONOMICS 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The aims of the economics course at SL and HL are 

to enable students to: 

 develop a critical understanding of a range of 

economic theories, models, ideas and tools in the 

areas of microeconomics, macroeconomics and 

the global economy 

 apply economic theories, models, ideas and tools 

and analyse economic data to understand and 

engage with real-world economic issues and 

problems facing individuals and societies 

 develop a conceptual understanding of individu-

als’ and societies’ economic choices, interac-

tions, challenges and consequences of economic 

decision-making. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

 Paper 1 (1 hour and 15 minutes). An extended 

response paper (25 marks).  

 Paper 2(1 hour and 45 minutes). A data response 

paper (40 marks).  

 Internal assessment: Students produce a portfolio 

of three commentaries, based on different units 

of the syllabus (excluding the introductory unit) 

and on published extracts from the news media. 

Each of the three commentaries should use a 

different key concept as a lens through which to 

analyse the published extracts. (45 marks).  

HL students have an additional assessment: 

 Paper 3 (1 hour and 45 minutes). A policy paper 

(60 marks)  

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Common career paths for economics graduates in-

clude: 

 Economist 

 Financial risk analyst 

 Data analyst 

 Financial planner 

 Accountant 

 Economic researcher 

 Financial consultant 

 Investment analyst 

 Actuary 

HISTORY 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The aims of the history course at SL and HL are to: 

 develop an understanding of, and continuing 

interest in, the past 

 encourage students to engage with multiple per-

spectives and to appreciate the complex nature 

of historical concepts, issues, events and devel-

opments 

 promote international-mindedness through the 

study of history from more than one region of 

the world 

 develop an understanding of history as a disci-

pline and to develop historical consciousness 

including a sense of chronology and context, and 

an understanding of different historical perspec-

tives 

 develop key historical skills, including engaging 

effectively with sources 

 increase students’ understanding of themselves 

and of contemporary society by encouraging 

reflection on the past. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

 Paper 1 (1 hour). Source based paper. (24 marks) 

 Paper 2 (1 hour 30 minutes). Essay paper based 

on the 12 world history topics. (30 marks) 

 Internal Assessment: Historical investigation. 

Students are required to complete a historical 

investigation into a topic of their choice. (25 

marks) 

 

HL students have an additional assessment: 

 Paper 3 (2 hours 30 minutes). Three essay ques-

tions. (45 marks) 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in History can lead students towards a 

variety of university degrees including: Archivist, 

museum curator, archeologist, academic librarian, 

solicitor, policy officer, teacher, journalist, HR... 

 

Ultimately, the analysis skills learnt in this course 

will stand pupils in good stead in the vast majority of 

university subjects as well as being a good qualifica-

tion for entering the workplace and/or internships.  

 

Many of the skills learnt on this course would be 

considered life skills and show a student’s aptitude 

in research, analysis and forming interpretations. 

https://resources.ibo.org/dp/subject/Economics-2022/works/dp_11162-413065?root=1.6.2.6.11&lang=en#id-2f2dddd0-593d-4fac-92a0-2580072ecba0
https://resources.ibo.org/dp/subject/Economics-2022/works/dp_11162-413065?root=1.6.2.6.11&lang=en#id-0e99472d-185d-4978-8948-b11543595b56
https://resources.ibo.org/dp/subject/Economics-2022/works/dp_11162-413065?root=1.6.2.6.13&lang=en#id-01eaff7d-e937-4a43-9089-8e62f7bb5ae4
https://resources.ibo.org/dp/subject/Economics-2022/works/dp_11162-413065?root=1.6.2.6.11&lang=en#id-b403ffa9-d1be-4bb1-a756-8f43b8e77de5
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BIOLOGY 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

It is the intention of this course that students are able 

to fulfill the following objectives:  

1. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of: a. 

facts, concepts and terminology b. methodologies 

and techniques c. communicating scientific informa-

tion.  

2. Apply: a. facts, concepts and terminology b. meth-

odologies and techniques c. methods of communicat-

ing scientific information.  

3. Formulate, analyse and evaluate: a. hypotheses, 

research questions and predictions b. methodologies 

and techniques c. primary and secondary data d. sci-

entific explanations.  

4. Demonstrate the appropriate research, experimen-

tal, and personal skills necessary to carry out insight-

ful and ethical investigations 

 

In particular, students will study the following top-

ics: 

1. Cell biology  

2. Molecular biology  

3. Genetics  

4. Ecology  

5. Evolution and biodiversity  

6. Human physiology 

 

Higher Level additional topics: 

7. Nucleic acids  

8. Metabolism, cell respiration and photosynthesis  

9. Plant biology  

10. Genetics and evolution  

11. Animal physiology 

 

Standard and Higher Level optional topics (only 

ONE can be chosen): 

A. Neurobiology and behaviour  

B. Biotechnology and bioinformatics  

C. Ecology and conservation  

D. Human physiology 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

External assessment details—SL  

 Paper 1 Duration: ¾ hour Weighting: 20% 

Marks: 30: 30 multiple-choice questions on core 

material 

 Paper 2 Duration: 1¼ hours Weighting: 40% 

Marks: 50 Data-based question; Short-answer 

and extended-response questions on core mate-

rial.  

 Paper 3 Duration: 1 hour Weighting: 20% 

Marks: 35 This paper will have questions on 

core and SL option material.  

 

External assessment details—HL  

 Paper 1 Duration: 1 hour Weighting: 20% 

Marks: 40. 40 multiple-choice questions on core 

and AHL material, about 15 of which are com-

mon with SL. 

 Paper 2 Duration: 2¼ hours Weighting: 36% 

Marks: 72 Data-based question. Short-answer 

and extended-response questions on core and 

AHL material. 

 Paper 3 Duration: 1¼ hours Weighting: 24% 

Marks: 45  

 

Internal Assessment -  

All students, Standard Level and Higher Level also 

need to submit an INTERNAL ASSESSMENT, 

weighting 20% of the final grade. Internal assess-

ment is an integral part of the course and is compul-

sory for both SL and HL students. It enables students 

to demonstrate the application of their skills and 

knowledge, and to pursue their personal interests, 

without the time limitations and other constraints 

that are associated with written examinations. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Biology can lead students towards a 

variety of university degrees including: Biological 

Sciences, Natural Sciences, Veterinary Sciences, 

Medicine, Biotechnology,.... 

PHYSICS 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The Diploma Programme physics course includes 

the essential principles of the subject but also, 

through selection of an option, allows teachers some 

flexibility to tailor the course to meet the needs of 

their students. 

The course is available at both SL and HL, and 

therefore accommodates students who wish to study 

physics as their major subject in higher education 

and those who do not.’  

 

Core topics: 

1. Measurements and uncertainties 

2. Mechanics 
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3. Thermal physics 

4. Waves 

5. Electricity and magnetism 

6. Circular motion and gravitation 

7. Atomic, nuclear and particle physics 

8. Energy production 

 

Additional higher level (AHL) 

9. Wave phenomena 

10. Fields 

11. Electromagnetic induction 

12. Quantum and nuclear physics 

 

Option (Choice of one of the following can be made) 

A. Relativity 

B. Engineering physics 

C. Imaging 

D. Astrophysics 

 

The aims enable students to: 

1. appreciate scientific study and creativity within a 

global context through stimulating and challenging 

opportunities 

2. acquire a body of knowledge, methods and 

techniques that characterize science and technology 

3. apply and use a body of knowledge, methods and 

techniques that characterize science and technology 

4. develop an ability to analyse, evaluate and 

synthesize scientific information 

5. develop a critical awareness of the need for, and 

the 

value of, effective collaboration and 

communication during scientific activities 

6. develop experimental and investigative scientific 

skills including the use of current technologies 

7. develop and apply 21st-century communication 

skills in the study of science 

8. become critically aware, as global citizens, of the 

ethical implications of using science and technology 

9. develop an appreciation of the possibilities and 

limitations of science and technology 

10. develop an understanding of the relationships 

between scientific disciplines and their influence on 

other areas of knowledge. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL: 

Paper 1 | duration: ¾ hours | 20% overall weighting 

 Paper 2 | duration: 1 ¼ hours | 40% overall 

weighting 

 Paper 3 | duration: 1 hour | 20% overall weight-

ing 

 Internal assessment | duration: 10 hours | 20% 

overall weighting 

 HL: 

Paper 1 | duration: 1 hour | 20% overall weight-

ing 

 Paper 2 | duration: 2 ¼ hours | 36% overall 

weighting 

 Paper 3 | duration: 1 ¼ hours | 24% overall 

weighting 

 Internal assessment | duration: 10 hours | 20% 

overall weighting 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Physics can lead students towards a 

variety of university degrees including physics and 

engineering.  
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MATHS: ANALYSIS AND               

APPROACHES 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Mathematics: analysis and approaches is for students 

who enjoy developing their mathematics to become 

fluent in the construction of mathematical arguments 

and develop strong skills in mathematical thinking. 

They will also be fascinated by exploring real and 

abstract applications of these ideas, with and without 

technology. Students who take Mathematics: analy-

sis and approaches will be those who enjoy the thrill 

of mathematical problem solving and generaliza-

tion.  

 

There are five topics and within these topics there 

are sub-topics. The five topics are:  

• number and algebra  

• functions  

• geometry and trigonometry  

• probability and statistics  

• calculus 

 

The aims of all DP mathematics courses are to en-

able students to:  

1. develop a curiosity and enjoyment of mathemat-

ics, and appreciate its elegance and power 

 2. develop an understanding of the concepts, princi-

ples and nature of mathematics 

 3. communicate mathematics clearly, concisely and 

confidently in a variety of contexts  

4. develop logical and creative thinking, and pa-

tience and persistence in problem solving to instil 

confidence in using mathematics  

5. employ and refine their powers of abstraction and 

generalization  

6. take action to apply and transfer skills to alterna-

tive situations, to other areas of knowledge and to 

future developments in their local and global com-

munities 

 7. appreciate how developments in technology and 

mathematics influence each other  

8. appreciate the moral, social and ethical questions 

arising from the work of mathematicians and the 

applications of mathematics 

 9. appreciate the universality of mathematics and its 

multicultural, international and historical perspec-

tives  

10. appreciate the contribution of mathematics to 

other disciplines, and as a particular “area of knowl-

edge” in the TOK course  

11. develop the ability to reflect critically upon their 

own work and the work of others  

12. independently and collaboratively extend their 

understanding of mathematics. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL 

 Paper 1: Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes. Weight-

ing: 40%. This paper consists of section A, short

-response questions, and section B, extended-

response questions. Students are not permitted 

access to any calculator.  

 Paper 2: Duration: 1 hour 30 minutes. Weight-

ing: 40%. This paper consists of section A, short

-response questions, and section B, extended-

response questions. A GDC is required for this 

paper. 

 Internal Assessment: 20% of the final grade. The 

internally-assessed component in this course is a 

mathematical exploration. This is a short report 

written by the student based on a topic chosen by 

him or her, and it should focus on the mathemat-

ics of that particular area.  

HL 

 Paper 1 (120 minutes) (30%). No technology 

allowed. (110marks). Section A  : Compulsory 

short-response questions based on the sylla-

bus.  Section B :  Compulsory extended-

response questions based on the syllabus  

 Paper 2 (120 minutes) (30%)  Technology re-

quired. (110 marks) Section A  : Compulsory 

short-response questions based on the sylla-

bus. Section B : Compulsory extended-response 

questions based on the syllabus. 

 Paper 3 (60 minutes) (20%). Technology re-

quired. (55 marks). Two compulsory extended 

response problem-solving questions.  

 Internal assessment (20%) Mathematical explo-

ration Internal assessment in mathematics is an 

individual exploration. This is a piece of written 

work that involves investigating an area of 

mathematics. (20 marks) 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Analysis and Approaches Mathematics may be a 

beneficial choice for students considering university 

choices including Accounting and Finance, Econom-

ics, Computer Science, Pharmacy, Engineer-

ing,Psychology, Sport and Exercise Medical Sci-

ences… 
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MATHS: APPLICATIONS AND      

INTERPRETATIONS (SL ONLY) 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Problem solving is central to learning mathematics 

and involves the acquisition of mathematical skills 

and concepts in a wide range of situations, including 

non-routine, open-ended and real-world problems. 

Having followed a DP mathematics course, students 

will be expected to demonstrate the following: 

1. Knowledge and understanding: Recall, select 

and use their knowledge of mathematical facts, con-

cepts and techniques in a variety of familiar and un-

familiar contexts.                                                         

2. Problem solving: Recall, select and use their 

knowledge of mathematical skills, results and mod-

els in both abstract and real-world contexts to solve 

problems.                                                                   

3. Communication and interpretation: Transform 

common realistic contexts into mathematics; com-

ment on the context; sketch or draw mathematical 

diagrams, graphs or constructions both on paper and 

using technology; record methods, solutions and 

conclusions using standardized notation; use appro-

priate notation and terminology.                               

4. Technology: Use technology accurately, appro-

priately and efficiently both to explore new ideas and 

to solve problems.                                                     

5. Reasoning: Construct mathematical arguments 

through use of precise statements, logical deduction 

and inference and by the manipulation of mathemati-

cal expressions.                                                          

6. Inquiry approaches: Investigate unfamiliar situa-

tions, both abstract and from the real world, involv-

ing organizing and analyzing information, making 

conjectures, drawing conclusions, and testing their 

validity.       (From: Mathematics: Applications and 

interpretation guide, 2019) 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL: 

 Paper 1: Compulsory short response questions 

based on the syllabus. 

 Paper 2: Compulsory extended response ques-

tions based on the syllabus. 

 Internal assessment: An individual mathematical 

exploration which investigates a specific area of 

mathematics. 

HL 

 Paper 1: Compulsory short response questions 

based on the syllabus. 

 Paper 2: Compulsory extended response ques-

tions based on the syllabus. 

 Paper 3: Compulsory extended response, prob-

lem - solving questions. 

 Internal assessment: An individual mathematical 

exploration which investigates a specific area of 

mathematics. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

University courses and careers including: Account-

ing and Finance, Economics, Computer Science, 

Pharmacy, Engineering, Psychology, Sciences… 
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CHEMISTRY 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

These assessments will centre upon the nature of 

science. It is the intention of these courses that stu-

dents are able to fulfill the following assessment ob-

jectives: 

1. Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of: 

a. facts, concepts, and terminology 

b. methodologies and techniques 

c. communicating scientific information. 

2. Apply: 

a. facts, concepts, and terminology 

b. methodologies and techniques 

c. methods of communicating scientific information. 

3. Formulate, analyse and evaluate: 

a. hypotheses, research questions and predictions 

b. methodologies and techniques 

c. primary and secondary data 

d. scientific explanations. 

4. Demonstrate the appropriate research, experimen-

tal, and personal skills necessary to carry out insight-

ful and ethical investigations. 

 

Students will study a number of compulsory topics 

and then one optional topic from a choice provided 

by the IBO. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL  

 Paper 1. Duration: 3/4 hour. Weighting: 20%. 

Marks: 30. 

 Paper 2. Duration: 11⁄4 hours. Weighting: 40%. 

Marks: 50 

 Paper 3. Duration: 1 hour. Weighting: 20%. 

Marks: 35 

 

HL 

 Paper 1. Duration: 1 hour. Weighting: 20%. 

Marks: 40 

 Paper 2. Duration: 21⁄4 hours. Weighting: 36%. 

Marks: 95 

 Paper 3. Duration: 11⁄4 hours. Weighting: 24%. 

Marks: 45 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in Chemistry can lead students to-

wards university degrees including: Chemical engi-

neering, Veterinary Sciences, Medicine, Biochemis-

try… 

PHILOSOPHY 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

Philosophy is a systematic critical inquiry into pro-

found, fascinating and challenging questions, such 

as; What is it to be human? Do we have free will?  

What do we mean when we say something is right or 

wrong?  

 

 

These abstract questions arise out of our everyday 

experiences, and philosophical tools such as critical 

and systematic thinking, careful analysis, and con-

struction of arguments provide the means of address-

ing such questions... Studying philosophy provides 

an opportunity for students to engage with some of 

the world’s most interesting and influential thinkers. 

It also develops highly transferable skills such as the 

ability to formulate arguments clearly, to make rea-

soned judgments and to evaluate highly complex and 

multifaceted issues… The course is focused on 

stimulating students’ intellectual curiosity and en-

couraging them to examine both their own perspec-

tives and those of others. Students are challenged to 

develop their own philosophical voice and to grow 

into independent thinkers. They develop their skills 

through the study of philosophical themes and the 

close reading of a philosophical text. They also learn 

to apply their philosophical knowledge and skills to 

real-life situations and to explore how non-

philosophical material can be treated in a philosophi-

cal way. HL students also engage in a deeper explo-

ration of the nature of philosophy itself. 

 

The aim of the philosophy course at HL and SL is to 

engage students in philosophical activity, enabling 

them to:  

1. develop an inquiring and intellectually curious 

way of thinking  

2. formulate arguments in a sound and purposeful 

way  

3. examine critically their own experiences and their 

ideological and cultural perspectives  

4. appreciate the diversity of approaches within phi-

losophical thinking  

5. apply their philosophical knowledge and skills to 

the world around them. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL: External assessment  

 Paper 1 (1 hour 45 minutes) - 50% This paper 
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contains two compulsory sections: Section A 

consists of two stimulus-based questions on the 

core theme. Section B consists of an essay ques-

tions on one of the optional themes.  

 Paper 2 (1 hour) - 25%.  

This paper consists of two questions for each of 

the prescribed philosophical texts. . 

 

HL: External assessment  

 Paper 1 (2 hours 30 minutes) - 40%. This paper 

contains two compulsory sections: Section A 

consists of two stimulus-based questions on the 

core theme. Section B consists of two essay 

questions for each of the optional themes. Stu-

dents are required to answer two questions, each 

from a different optional theme. 

 Paper 2 (1 hour) - 20%. This paper consists of a  

question for the prescribed philosophical texts. 

 Paper 3 (1 hour 15 minutes) - 20%. This paper 

consists of one unseen text. Students are re-

quired to write a response to this text, comparing 

and contrasting their experience of philosophical 

activity with the view(s) of philosophical activ-

ity found in the text. 

 

Internal assessment (20 hours) - 20% 

Students are required to complete a philosophical 

analysis of a non-philosophical stimulus. This com-

ponent is internally assessed by the teacher and ex-

ternally moderated by the IB at the end of the course. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

A good grade in philosophy can lead students to-

wards a variety of degrees in the range of Humani-

ties and Liberal Arts, such as Law, Political Sci-

ences, Economics, International Relations, Public 

Policy, Communications, Business, Anthropology, 

Psychology, History, Sociology, Media, Writing, 

etc… 

PSYCHOLOGY 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The aims of the psychology course at SL and at HL 

are to: 

1. develop an understanding of the biological, cog-

nitive and sociocultural factors affecting mental 

processes and behavior 

2. apply an understanding of the biological, cogni-

tive and sociocultural factors affecting mental 

processes and behaviour to at least one applied 

area of study 

3. understand diverse methods of inquiry 

4. understand the importance of ethical practice in 

psychological research in general and observe 

ethical practice in their own inquiries 

5. ensure that ethical practices are upheld in all 

psychological inquiry and discussion 

6. develop an awareness of how psychological re-

search can be applied to address real-world prob-

lems and promote positive change. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

SL 

 Paper 1: Three short answer questions and an 

essay question (50%) 

 Paper 2: One essay question (25%) 

 Internal Assessment: A report on an experimen-

tal study undertaken by the students (25%). 

HL 

 Paper 1: Three short answer questions and an 

essay question (40%) 

 Paper 2: One essay question (20%) 

 Paper 3: Three short answer questions on ap-

proaches to research (20%) 

 Internal Assessment: A report on an experimen-

tal study undertaken by the students (20%). 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

University courses and careers include: Clini-

cal psychologist, counselor, educa-

tional psychologist, high intensity therapist... 
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VISUAL ARTS 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The course gives a global experience of the Visual 

Arts, through the three areas of Art Practise, Art 

Theory and Art Curation and how they are inter-

linked.  

 

There are two key areas in the course; the process 

portfolio and the comparative study. These lead to 

the final exhibition.  

 

The aims of the Process Portfolio are to: To record,  

to evidence, to research, to experiment, to explore, to 

apply, to consolidate, to use, to practice, to manipu-

late, to influence, to stretch and to develop. 

 

The aims of the Comparative Study are to; Analyse 

and Compare three artworks, art objects, artefacts, 

by different artists, with different cultural contexts  

 

Plus HL students will need to explain how the artists 

studied have influenced your own art making. 

 

The Exhibition is a body of related work - themati-

cally and/or stylistically and/or technically linked. 

The selected works have a function appropriate to 

artistic intentions. 

The compositional arrangement, technique and vis-

ual language convey meaning and are used to engage 

the viewer. 

The work is informed by the study of the work of 

others and has led to development of their own style 

of working. 

Exhibition Rationale - Explains the chosen selection 

of works, why they work together, what arrange-

ment/curation method has been used for engaging 

the audience. 

500 Character Statements/Artwork labels 

Titles add meaning to the work.  Concisely writ-

ten.  Draws the viewer's attention to techniques, vis-

ual language, art influences, meaning of the work 

 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS: 

100%  coursework, no exams. 

 Process Portfolio 40% : Select from pre-final 

piece work of investigations and research 

(including written research on art and artists), 

experiments and development of skills and ideas 

to communicate visually.  Work can be selected 

from physical and digital sketchbooks as well as 

larger study work.  

 Comparative Study 20% : SL 10-15 slides, HL 

10-15 slides plus 3 to 5 screens on their own 

work influenced by the artists/artworks studied. 

 Exhibition 40% : Exhibition Rationale/artists 

statement. 

 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

To the designing of any product or environment - 

Architecture, Engineering, Landscape Design, Fash-

ion, Film/Theatre, product design, interior design, 

ergonomic design, advertising, web design to men-

tion a few. Or to the Fine Arts: Painting, printmak-

ing, sculpture, lens art - public/private commissions, 

personal exhibitions, adornment of interiors private, 

commercial, public.  Personal, political, social com-

munication. 
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CREATIVITY, ACTION AND      

SERVICE (CAS) 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

CAS experiences can be associated with each of the 

subject groups of the Diploma Programme. Teachers 

can assist students in making links between their 

subjects and their CAS experiences where appropri-

ate. This will provide students with relevance in both 

their subject learning and their CAS learning through 

purposeful discussion and real experiences. It will 

motivate and challenge the students, strengthen sub-

ject understanding and knowledge, and allow stu-

dents to enjoy different approaches to their subjects. 

However, CAS experiences must be distinct from, 

and may not be included or used, in the student’s 

Diploma course requirements.                                         

In CAS, students reflect on their beliefs and assump-

tions, leading to more thoughtful, responsible and 

purposeful lives.                                                                              

Through CAS experiences, a student’s exposure to 

particular global issues at a local level may give rise 

to an interest in furthering their understanding of 

these issues through academic research. Both the 

extended essay and the world studies extended essay 

allow students to explore the issues that may have 

arisen during CAS.                                                              

CAS is at the heart of the Diploma Programme. With 

its holistic approach, CAS is designed to strengthen 

and extend students’ personal and interpersonal 

learning from the PYP and MYP. 

CAS is organized around the three strands of creativ-

ity, activity and service defined as follows. 

 Creativity—exploring and extending ideas lead-

ing to an original or interpretive product or per-

formance 

 Activity—physical exertion contributing to a 

healthy lifestyle 

 Service—collaborative and reciprocal engage-

ment with the community in response to an au-

thentic need 

The CAS programme aims to develop students who: 

enjoy and find significance in a range of CAS ex-

periences                                                                     

purposefully reflect upon their experiences                      

identify goals, develop strategies and determine fur-

ther actions for personal growth                                

explore new possibilities, embrace new challenges 

and adapt to new roles                                                          

actively participate in planned, sustained, and col-

laborative CAS projects                                                       

understand they are members of local and global 

communities with responsibilities towards each other 

and the environment. 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS:                                            

Successful completion of CAS is a requirement for 

the award of the IB Diploma. While not formally 

assessed, students reflect on their CAS experiences 

and provide evidence in their CAS portfolios of 

achieving the seven learning outcomes.                             

The CAS programme formally begins at the start of 

the Diploma Programme and continues regularly, 

ideally on a weekly basis, for at least 18 months with 

a reasonable balance between creativity, activity, and 

service.                                                                    

All CAS students are expected to maintain and com-

plete a CAS portfolio as evidence of their engage-

ment with CAS. The CAS portfolio is a collection of 

evidence that showcases CAS experiences and for 

student reflections; it is not formally assessed.                

Completion of CAS is based on student achievement 

of the seven CAS learning outcomes. Through their 

CAS portfolio, students provide the school with evi-

dence demonstrating achievement of each learning 

outcome.                                                                             

Additionally, students undertake a CAS project of at 

least one month’s duration that challenges students 

to show initiative, demonstrate perseverance, and 

develop skills such as collaboration, problem-

solving, and decision-making. The CAS project can 

address any single strand of CAS, or combine two or 

all three strands. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

CAS enables students to enhance their personal and 

interpersonal development by learning through ex-

perience. 

It provides opportunities for self-determination and 

collaboration with others, fostering a sense of ac-

complishment and enjoyment from their work. 

At the same time, CAS is an important counterbal-

ance to the academic pressures of the DP. 
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EXTENDED ESSAY (EE) 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The Extended Essay is an independent academic 

research project culminating in a 4000 word re-

search paper designed to help you prepare for under-

graduate university study. 

The Extended Essay (EE) is a core element of the 

IB Diploma Programme. Your combined marks from 

the TOK and EE essay will contribute to your over-

all Diploma Programme score. 

The aims of the EE are for students to: 

 engage in independent research with intellectual 

initiative and rigour 

 develop research, thinking, self-management and 

communication skills 

 reflect on what has been learned throughout the 

research and writing process. 

 

The EE is an in-depth study of a focused topic. Stu-

dents choose their topic from the list of available 

Diploma Programme subjects for the session in 

question. This is normally one of the student’s six 

chosen subjects, or in some cases a combination of 

subjects. Once you have chosen a topic you will be 

assigned a supervisor. You will work under the guid-

ance of a supervisor who plays a key role in helping 

students to plan and undertake their research for the 

extended essay.  

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS:                  

Criterion A: Focus and Method (Research question 

and appropriate methodology and methods, eg. 

qualitative versus quantitative.                                         

Criterion B: Knowledge and Understanding 

(research addresses subject area perspective)                        

Criterion C: Critical Thinking (evidence of critical 

thinking in research, discussion and analysis).                    

Criterion D: Presentation (academic writing stan-

dards expected are met: structure and layout)              

Criterion E: Engagement (satisfactory completion of 

reflection and planning form).  

All extended essays are externally examined by IBO 

examiners. EE and TOK are worth a maximum of 3 

IB points, depending on the grades obtained overall 

in each course. 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

It prepares students for undergraduate study at uni-

versity level.  

THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE (TOK) 
 

COURSE DESCRIPTION AND AIMS: 

The TOK course plays a special role in the DP by 

providing an opportunity for students to reflect on 

the nature, scope and limitations of knowledge and 

the process of knowing. In this way, the main focus 

of TOK is not on students acquiring new knowledge 

but on helping students to reflect on, and put into 

perspective, what they already know.  

TOK underpins and helps to unite the subjects that 

students encounter in the rest of their DP studies. It 

engages students in explicit reflection on how 

knowledge is arrived at in different disciplines and 

areas of knowledge, on what these areas have in 

common and the differences between them…  

The course is an opportunity for teachers and stu-

dents to engage in interesting conversations that 

cross the boundaries of individual disciplines and 

that help students to reflect on the knowledge they 

have acquired from both their academic studies and 

their lives outside the classroom.  

The following 12 concepts have particular promi-

nence within, and thread throughout, the TOK 

course: evidence, certainty, truth, interpretation, 

power, justification, explanation, objectivity, per-

spective, culture, values and responsibility. Explora-

tion of the relationship between knowledge and these 

concepts can help students to deepen their under-

standing, as well as facilitating the transfer of their 

learning to new and different contexts.  

The TOK course embraces the exploration of ten-

sions, limitations and challenges relating to knowl-

edge and knowing. However, it is also intended that 

TOK discussions will encourage students to appreci-

ate and be inspired by the richness of human knowl-

edge—and to consider the positive value of different 

kinds of knowledge.  

 

The aims of the TOK course are:  

 to encourage students to reflect on the central 

question, “How do we know that?”, and to rec-

ognize the value of asking that question  

 to expose students to ambiguity, uncertainty and 

questions with multiple plausible answers  

 to equip students to effectively navigate and 

make sense of the world, and help prepare them 

to encounter novel and complex situations  

 to encourage students to be more aware of their 

own perspectives and to reflect critically on their 

own beliefs and assumptions  

 to engage students with multiple perspectives, 

foster open-mindedness and develop intercul-

tural understanding  

 to encourage students to make connections be-

tween academic disciplines by exploring under-
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lying concepts and by identifying similarities 

and differences in the methods of inquiry used in 

different areas of knowledge  

 to prompt students to consider the importance of 

values, responsibilities and ethical concerns re-

lating to the production, acquisition, application 

and communication of knowledge. 

 

ASSESSMENT SPECIFICS:   

Internal assessment: 

Theory of knowledge exhibition (10 marks). 

Weighting: 1/3 (33%) 

For this component, students are required to create 

an exhibition that explores how TOK manifests in 

the world around us. This component is internally 

assessed by the teacher and externally moderated by 

the IB at the end of the course 

 

External assessment: 

TOK essay on a prescribed title (10 marks)  

Weighting: 2/3 (67%)  

For this component, students are required to write an 

essay in response to one of the six prescribed titles 

that are issued by the IB for each examination ses-

sion. As an external assessment component, it is 

marked by IB examiners. 

 

WHERE DOES IT LEAD? 

Theory of knowledge provides students with an op-

portunity to explore and reflect on the nature of 

knowledge and the process of knowing. Pupils re-

flect on the knowledge, beliefs, and opinions that 

they have built up from their years of academic stud-

ies and their lives outside the classroom.  
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